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Awwwww yess!!!

Let’s plan something then with Quzi 
and Hodugwaja

Let’s upload what we have now 
and hopefully in the upcoming 
days let’s see how we can do it

Do they come in other flavors 
than custard and red beans?

Woohoo I can’t wait see youu soon

And a mini Eid

I’m also interested in eating& 
celebrating experience

red bean is the classic flavor. custard 
comes next. young people and kids 
like it but it’s still a variation

And nowdays I saw some 
flavors like cheese or choco-
late but not so common

it would be cool if I celebrate 
eid in my own way with u

cool���sounds great

���✨✨✨

good news😙 I found another 
truck selling Hodugwaja

I bought 2 bags! I’ll show u 
some through the webcam
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Hi Ayesha❣hope you’re 
having a great weekend

❤👍👍 yepp thanx! Peak time of my 
project will be Tuesday I guess.. I’ll let u 
know whenever I need other elements!

Car experience 🚘
My parents own each car, skinny 
shaped silver car for mom, black car 
with little silver horn on the horn head 
(not sure about the brand) for dad. 

I remember that there were comics and 
short novels in the back seat of the car. 
Me and my brother used to read it while 
parents were driving. 

Have a super Sunday<3

I’ll send notes for your questions

Great!!!

Yay!!!!!! Thank you so much Hakyung

You too

��❤❤

my cousin, me, and my brother lol
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Thank you🌸So many close ups😊😊

What do you think

I’ve uploaded photos and video.

Right👍haha

Oh I hope Shawarma helps me 
understand the Francisco Paratha 
eventhough taste is not the same

Hahahaha, it will help get in the mood of ✨UAE✨

I’m going to try getting chopsicks and one more 
cup noodles to get in the mood of ✨Korea✨
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Oh yeah! That would be better

Just English would be better

Can you show me how to write thank you? 

Alright thanks😊

Feel free to ask me if you have any questions!

Thank you 🙃

Smellllls absolutely delicious

oh no no way. That product is sooooooo 
hoooot that I cannot even try

I cried when I first try that. 😱😭

okay thank you Afra!

Going to eat

I found this also, should I try it?
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I decided Gimbap for picnic!

Do you know Gimbap? 

Gimbap is korean rolls

Haha thank you. I hope we can 
have a picnic together later.

Vegetables and cooked egg are placed 
on seasoned rice. The ingredients are 
then rolled in dried seaweed and sliced 
into bite-sized pieces.

I will go to the park for lunch 
on Monday and eat Gimbap 
and collect the sauce. 

Hii! Oh it’s okayh
No what is Gimbap?

Yayy okayh, I loved your picnic 
so much and bicycle ride

Like this

Looking for a place to spread the mat
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this was on the bakery’s front door

Wow interesting!

Very well known among locals

My neighborhood is called mirdif, 
located in Dubai I will take pictures 
next time I go out and send you

Hehehe although we fast in ramadan, 
some people tend to gain weight. I for 
myself my weight is stable😂

If there are many shops like that, there 
must be a good restaurant among them.

What does your neighborhood look like? 

I’m curious!

Omg interesting!!!!!

it is the bakery’s menu written on door in Arabic

Yes we have more restaurants 
with more food. This one is just a 
simple bakery in the neighborhood

i forgot to show you this
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good morning Ammar👋
This is the elementary school I went 
to. It changed a lot from when I was in 
school, but the school gate is the same! 
The Dalgona street vendor was in the 
left corner of the school gate. It’s a 
place where you can see well when you 
leave school after class 

I think ‘Memories I enjoyed with my 
childhood friends’ is more important 
than Dalgona street vendors, there 
were cotton candy street vendors, 
cup tteokbokki (Korean typical snack) 
street vendors, and so on..

The generation has changed and 
most of all, street vendors have 
disappeared because of Covid-19,  
so I can’t show you the scene directly, 
but I hope you feel this atmosphere 
indirectly😊

Aww how lovely 😊

Yoonji thank you for sharing those images

I love them

Oo also got some extra 
photos of my trip to fujirah

We had regag me and my friends on that trip
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So here are they

Well not really

And get eaten with it

In that meal

lovely!!!!

I’ll definitely try it.

I have a question, do UAE people 
even eat ragag with rice?

wow i got it

But sometimes the regag can 
be broken on top of the rice

Like for example
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Deforms its opponent. Controls storms and thunder. 
Twists matters and reshape them.

Sarab

Apportation Invisibility 

Tara

Burns and absorbs energy from its opponent.Controls 
the inner core of our planet and volcanoes eruptions.    

Energy Burst Shield Barrier 

Ultimate

Sahari

Fractures its opponent. Controls every landform that 
exists on our planet. The ultimate power card. 

Telikinesis

Loulia

Engulfs its opponent. Controls oceans, rivers and 
causes tsunamis. Travels through mediums. 

HealingResurrection
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Once there was a humble vendor, who used to 
draw a smile on children’s faces, with her 
sweet dalgona candy. The earth was green, 
rivers were calm, breeze boasted everyone’s 
morning, and warmth was felt between 
people. Life was peaceful before it all went 
wrong, and the vendor's secret broke out into 
the the world. She is a wizard! She was maintain-
ing peace on our planet. 

She fled from a country to another, away from 
the evil. She rested in the arabian peninsula. 
There, where she transferred all of her powers 
into four distinctive dalgona candies. She left 
four cards that describe them and mislead the 
evil. Years passed, the dalgona candies fell in 
the hands of evil from the east and the west, 
and the wizard and the wizard was not to be found. 

Peace can’t be lived as long as the four dalgo-
na candies are displaced from each other. 
Those trading cards remain the only evidence 
of the tale.

StrengthDefense ModeAttack Mode
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Today I went to valley and took some 
video and pictures. I just came back 
home and I’m editing short video now. 
After I finish editing I’ll upload it! The 
pictures and video would contain infor-
mation that you asked😊

I just watched how 
to make Wagafi

Thanks😆👍

Made me want to visit Korea

You can be inspired by the 
tandoor for the wagafi bread

Let me know if you have further ques-
tions or if anything is unclear😊

And I’ll send you the scans of the 
plastic bag maybe you can use it 
a pattern or background

Yess😋

I’m doing Baeksuk today but I couldn’t 
find ginseng or jujube so I did it with only 
chicken garlic and onion.

Wow! You mean you cook 
Baeksuk yourself?!?!!

We don’t have tandoor in Korea, 
the way to bake Wagafi is new to 
me. It’s so interesting!!
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For me personally, about once every 
two weeks, but some people usually 
buy it weekly or maybe every couple 
of days that would make tha bread 
available at home everyday by that 
they can eat it for dinner with eggs 
of any other combination

At my house We usually have it stored 
in the freezer so we can eat it anytime 
we want to. We start by heating it

Omg!! You’re genius of 
cooking!!!🤭👏👏👍👍

I wish I could eat together!

Thank you!!!

I have another question~ 
How often do you eat Wagafi bread? 
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Hello Moza! I am your partner Jeongweon. 
How are you? 
I have question about food you chose. :) 
1. Usually what kind of fish are you cook? 
2. Are you using any sause when you cook? 
If you also have any questions please let me 
know :) Thanks!

Hello, The type of fish “I used and still like” is 
called Nessar
1. I need to find its actual name. But it’s a small fish 
that usually appears during the summer 
2. As for the sause; there is no sauce only salt. But 
recently they been adding garlic and cumin

I uploaded a video too, but it’s an arabic and 
the pdf translates the process

Thank you for your message:)
I’ll find out! :)

I will be posting a pdf file explaining 
the fish and how to cook it. Plus few 
more information

thank you very much Moza!! 
it was very helpful for me!!
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Omg it looks so good😂
nice hand writing

Can you write fish in Arabic 
and send it to me?

Just in case you need the data right now :)

That’s rice cake store! We can 
find variety of Rice cakes :)

did you post any photos? I need to 
have anykind of materials

I collected some korean fabric prints 
that could go with the package

Tbh I got and idea, can you write 
“gift” in korean using your hand 
writting, and the word “Chuseok”

Haha
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